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Republic of the Philippines
Department of Education

Regron YII, Central Visayas
DTYISTON OF BOHOL

City of Tagbilaran

October 16. 2019

DIVISION \4EMORANDTJM
No 482 , s.201e

ADDENDUM TO DTVISION MENIORANDTJ}INO. 465, S. 2019 CONDI]CT
OF THE lST PHILHEALTH QT]IZ BEE

TO: ASSISTANTSCHOOLSDIVISIO}J SUPER}NITENDENTS
CFIIEFS-CID& SGOD
EDUCATION PROGRAN,{ SLIPETTVI SORS
PSDSs/ACTING PSDSs
SECONDARY SCHOOI,I]EADS & TICS
All Other Concerned

1. Attached is the Specific Rules of the First Philhealth National Quiz Bee, which is
self-explanatory.

A11 Public Schools District Superr.i-sors (PSDS) and Secondary Sclrooj
Administrators are advised to infonn the coach of their contestant of tlre follorving:

a. C-ontestant should wear school tmifonn; and
b. Provide/Bring own Pennanent marking Pen.

3. Imrnediate dissernination of this memorandum is desired.
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FIRST PHILHEALTH
NATIONAL QUIZBEE
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SPECIFIC RULES

tPhilHsalth

Contest Proper:

4) Each round will have the following point atlocation per
question/item:
. Easy Round - one (1 ) point
*Average Round - two (2) points
- Difficult Round - three (3) points

5) After the Easy Round, contestants who got perfect
scores will automatically proceed to the next round.
lf no one or only one got a perfect score, those with
seven (7) points and up will proceed to the next
round. The rest will be eliminated
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Reminder for everyone in the venue:

.Everyone must observe silence in the whole duration of
the competition. Anyone who will cause disruption during
this activity will be asked to step out of the venue.

.No one is allowed to take photos/videos during the
competition, except for the PhilHealth personnel
assigned in the documentation.

.Contestants are not allowed to bring calculator, mobile
phone or any gadget in their assigned areas during the
competitjon.
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Contest Proper:

'1 ) Today's competition will be through paper and pen.
Each item will be answered in a separate sheet of
paper provided to each contestant.

2) There will be three rounds in this competition with a
time limit:
. Easy Round - 10 seconds per item
- Average Round - 20 seconds per item
- Difficult Round - 30 seconds per item

3) Each round shall consist of 10 questions/items.
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Contest Proper:

6) Points from prevlous round will not be counted.

7) After the Average Round, contestants with eight (B)
points and up will proceed to the next round.
Contestants having a score of seven (7) points and
below will be eliminated.

B)Again, pojnts from prevrous round will not be added to
the points of each contestant in the next round.
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Reminder to all contestants:

1) Contestants must write all their answers legibly on
the sheet provided per item.

2) Erasures are considered but the contestant must
crash out the whole word once and re-write the final
word/answer within the allotted time.

3) Each question or item will be read twice by the
quizmaster Contestants shall start to write their
answers after the qurzmaster says "Go."
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Contest Proper:

9) After the Difficult Round, contestant with the highest
score/points wrll be declared as the winner.

10) ln case of a tie, contestants will have to answer a tie-
breaker question, in which the first contestant who
could raise the answer sheet with the correct answer
will be declared as the winner.
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Reminder to all contestants:

3) When the time is up the timekeeper will ring the bell
and the quizmaster will say "Stop."

4) When the quizmaster says "Stop." all contestants
must rarse their pens, and raise their answer sheets
as the quizmaster says so.

5) Contestants who will not follow will be given a
warning. Succeeding violation will lead to
disqualification.
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Reminder to all contestants:

6) Questions/items may be in a form of:
* True of False
. Multiple Choice
- ldentification
* Enumeration
- Spelling on health-related terms

7) Specific instructions to all contestants will also be
read by the quizmaster in each round.

Reminder to all contestants:

8) Official judges shall determine the correctness of the
ANSWCTS,

9) The decisions of the official judges are final and
irrevocable.
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